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RNA-seq is routinely used to measure gene expression
changes in response to cell perturbation. Genes upregulated or
downregulated following some perturbation are designated as
genes of interest, and their most expressed isoform(s) would
then be selected for follow-up experimentation. However,
because of its need to fragment RNA molecules, RNA-seq is
limited in its ability to capture gene isoforms and their
expression patterns. This lack of isoform-specific data means
that isoforms would be selected based on annotation databases
that are incomplete, not tissue specific, or do not provide key
information on expression levels. As a result, minority or
nonexistent isoforms might be selected for follow-up, leading
to loss in valuable resources and time. There is therefore a
great need to comprehensively identify gene isoforms along
with their corresponding levels of expression. Using the long-
read nanopore-based R2C2 method, which does not fragment
RNA molecules, we generated an Isoform-level transcriptome
Atlas of Macrophage Activation that identifies full-length iso-
forms in primary human monocyte-derived macrophages.
Macrophages are critical innate immune cells important for
recognizing pathogens through binding of pathogen-associated
molecular patterns to toll-like receptors, culminating in the
initiation of host defense pathways. We characterized isoforms
for most moderately-to-highly expressed genes in resting and
toll-like receptor–activated monocyte-derived macrophages,
identified isoforms differentially expressed between conditions,
and validated these isoforms by RT-qPCR. We compiled these
data into a user-friendly data portal within the UCSC Genome
Browser (https://genome.ucsc.edu/s/vollmers/IAMA). Our
atlas represents a valuable resource for innate immune
research, providing unprecedented isoform information for
primary human macrophages.

The use of RNA-seq is a primary strategy in biomedical
research to identify genes involved in biological processes of
interest and how gene expression is impacted upon gene
editing or use of chemical or biological agonists. Notably,
short-read sequencing technology has reliably been used to
quantify changes in gene expression levels or the inclusion
* For correspondence: Susan Carpenter, sucarpen@ucsc.edu; Christopher
Vollmers, vollmers@ucsc.edu.
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level of individual exons and splice junctions. However,
because short-read RNA-seq relies on fragmenting RNA
molecules before sequencing, even advanced computational
tools fail at leveraging this ubiquitous data type into isoform-
level information (1–3). Short-read RNA-seq ultimately falls
short in providing comprehensive and accurate full-length
isoform structures as well as the level of expression of each
isoform under specific conditions.

More recently, long-read technologies from Pacific Bio-
sciences and Oxford Nanopore Technologies (ONT) have
been used for sequencing and analyzing full-length cDNA
molecules at the transcriptome scale (4–7). In contrast to
RNA-seq, this technology can determine which isoforms,
down to the exact transcription start and poly(A) sites, are
expressed at what level by each gene.

The comprehensive transcriptome scale isoform informa-
tion these technologies provide has the potential to remove the
need for targeted and work intensive methods like RT-PCR
and 5’/3’ RACE to identify and characterize transcript and/or
protein isoforms expressed by a gene. Therefore, compre-
hensive transcriptome scale isoform information is bound to
simplify and improve the outcome of single gene focused
follow-up studies which include knock-down and knock-out
experiments, overexpression assays, Western Blots, ELISAs,
pull-downs, and many more. This is because of the fact that
these assays rely on prior knowledge of what isoform(s) the
gene of interest actually expresses in the condition and
experimental system being investigated. Finally, detailed
knowledge of transcription start sites (TSSs) for each
expressed gene in a cell type will also improve the use of
CRISPR interference technology to knock down genes because
guide RNAs can be targeted to TSSs with greater accuracy.

To build on our previous work (8, 9) and further push the
limits of long-read technology to provide a resource for the
innate immune research community, we set out to generate an
isoform-level transcriptome atlas of macrophage activation by
determining (1) what isoform of a given gene is expressed, (2)
at what level, and (3) how isoform and gene expression change
following toll-like receptor (TLR) activation.

Macrophages are a key cellular component of the innate
immune system which represents the first line of host defense
against infection and is critical for the development of adaptive
immunity (10, 11). Macrophages recognize conserved
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Isoform-level transcriptome atlas of macrophage activation
structures of microbial-derived molecules or pathogen asso-
ciated molecular patterns using TLRs. The regulation of this
TLR repertoire fundamentally alters the response to infection
(12). TLR activation induces the expression of hundreds of
genes that encode inflammatory response genes including
cytokines, type I interferons, antimicrobial proteins, and reg-
ulators of metabolism and regeneration; these molecules in
turn mediate inflammation, antimicrobial immunity, and tis-
sue regeneration.

Here, we investigated transcriptional responses of human
macrophages treated with lipopolysaccharide (LPS),
Pam3CSK4 (PAM), R848, and poly(I:C) which activate TLR4,
TLR1/2, TLR7/8, and TLR3, respectively. Using our ONT-
based R2C2 method, we then generated a total of �15
million full-length cDNA reads at a median accuracy >99%
(Q20) and processed this data into isoforms which we char-
acterized in depth and provide alongside deep Smart-seq2
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short-read RNA-seq data as a UCSC Genome Browser ses-
sion for easy exploration.

Results

Experimental setup

Togenerate a comprehensive isoform-level transcriptome atlas
of TLR-dependent macrophage activation, we collected periph-
eral blood mononuclear cells from two individuals (Rep1 and
Rep2) fromwhichwe isolatedmonocytes. From thesemonocytes,
we generated monocyte-derived macrophages (MDMs). We
treated these MDMs with TLR ligands LPS, PAM, R848, or
poly(I:C) and included a no treatment (NoStim) control. After 6 h,
we collected the stimulated and nonstimulated MDMs and pro-
ceeded to extract RNA from each sample.We reverse transcribed
the poly(A) fraction of this RNA using a modified oligo(dT)
primer and a template switch oligo to generate full-length cDNA
+LPS
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Isoform-level transcriptome atlas of macrophage activation
with known sequences on both ends. We then amplified this
cDNA using PCR and used the resulting double-stranded full-
length cDNA as input for both Illumina-based Smart-seq2 (13)
and ONT-based R2C2 (14) sequencing protocols (Fig. 1).

Smart-seq2 based gene-level differential expression analysis

To identify genes differentially expressed upon TLR acti-
vation following treatment with LPS, PAM, R848, or poly(I:C),
we performed Illumina-based Smart-seq2 (15) sequencing as
previously described (16, 17) (Fig. S1, see Experimental
procedures). We generated approximately 15 to 30 million
reads per sample (Table S1) and processed the resulting data
using a standard workflow which includes STAR (18), featur-
eCounts (19), and DEseq2 (20). Taking advantage of our bio-
logical replicates, we individually compared the LPS, PAM,
R848, and poly(I:C) conditions to the NoStim control. Each
ligand caused the differential expression (DE) of 1000 to 2000
genes (Tables S2 and S3). Between all conditions, 454 genes
were shared, a varying number overlapped between three and
two stimulants, and some were exclusive to one stimulant
(Fig. 2A, Table S3). Using Panther Gene Ontology analysis (21,
22), we observed that genes shared between all stimulants were
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Figure 2. Gene and isoform level analysis. A, on the left, the numbers of
macrophages stimulated with the indicated TLR ligands. On the right, genes ar
For example, the 454 genes differentially expressed in all four conditions a
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detect for genes is shown as box plots for genes with different expression le
strongly enriched for biological processes including “response
to cytokine” and inflammatory response” (Table S4). Notably,
the genes exclusively responding to R848 were enriched for the
“response to organic cyclic compound” biological process,
likely because R848 is an organic cyclic compound.

R2C2 based isoform-level analysis

To supplement this gene-level DE analysis, we sequenced
the same full-length double-stranded cDNA using our ONT-
based R2C2 protocol (14, 17, 23) (Fig. 1). R2C2 circularizes
cDNA and then amplifies the resulting circular DNA to
generate long linear DNA molecules containing concatemeric
copies of the initial cDNA. The resulting long DNA is then
sequenced and computationally separated into subreads. We
then combine these subreads to generate accurate consensus
reads of the initial cDNA molecules. To make the creation of
this macrophage isoform atlas feasible, we introduced several
improvements to the R2C2 method.

First, we enabled multiplexing of cDNA samples by intro-
ducing 10 nt sample barcodes into the oligo(dT) primers as well
as using highly distinct DNA splints for cDNA circularization
(Fig. 1). Throughout the study, we used these two different
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indexing strategies to separate technical and biological repli-
cates (Table S5). Indexing samples allowed us to sequence
samples in pools on the same ONT flow cells, thereby achieving
equal sequencing coverage between samples and minimizing
batch effects. Including pilot experiments that sequenced reg-
ular and size-selected cDNA of NoStim and LPS samples, we
generated 14,961,450 R2C2 reads at a median length of 942 nt
across multiple ONT MinION flow cells (Fig. 2B).

Second, after performing the pilot experiments, we
improved R2C2 per read accuracy by increasing the raw read
length of R2C2 libraries. We accomplished this by developing a
gentle agarose gel extraction protocol that doubled the raw
read length of our R2C2 libraries from �5 kb to �11 kb.
Combined with a new ONT basecaller, this increased the
median per base accuracy of our R2C2 libraries. Previously,
this base accuracy was 97.9% (16). Here, our most recent
sequencing runs show an increased base accuracy of 99.45%
(Fig. S1). Overall, and including less accurate pilot experi-
ments, the �15 million reads generated for this study had a
median accuracy of 99.19% (Q21).

Third, to take advantage of this improved accuracy and
refine the identification of isoforms from the R2C2 reads
we generated, we developed a new version of our Man-
dalorion pipeline (Episode 3.5 - Rogue Isoform) that,
among several changes, includes improved consensus
generation using the Medaka polishing tool and improved
handling of isoform ends. When applying this pipeline on
the combined �15 million read data set, we identified
29,637 high confidence isoforms with a median length of
1554 nt and a per base accuracy of 99.94% (Q32) which
matches the current state-of-the-art for ONT-only
consensus accuracy (24) (Fig. 2B).
Enriching differential expression data set with isoform-level
information

Next, we determined which genes these 29,637 isoforms
were transcribed from and to what extent isoform identifica-
tion was dependent on gene expression levels. Our Smart-
seq2–based analysis identified 20,915 expressed genes
(Average reads per million [RPM] across all conditions and
replicates >0.05). Our R2C2-based analysis identified at least
one isoform for 9688 (46%) of these genes.

Our ability to identify at least one isoform for a gene
increased if the gene was expressed at higher levels, i.e., had a
higher average RPM (Fig. 2C). We identified at least one
isoform for 13% of genes between 0.05 and 3 RPM. This
percentage increased with increasing RPM to 49% (3–5
RPM), 64% (5–10 RPM), 80% (10–20 RPM), and 91% (>20
RPM).

Because differentially expressed genes tended to have higher
average expression (Fig. 2C), we identified at least one isoform
for 1986 of the 2873 (69%) genes differential expressed in any
condition, and 363 of 454 (80%) genes differential expressed in
all conditions.

The number of isoforms identified per gene also increased
with average RPM (Fig. 2D). However, the median number of
4 J. Biol. Chem. (2021) 296 100784
isoforms per gene did not exceed three even in very highly
expressed genes. This is likely because of the Mandalorion
filtering settings we used which discarded isoforms with less
than 1% of all the R2C2 reads at a locus and thereby excluded
minority isoforms.

Identifying genes with differentially expressed isoforms

Next, we established a pipeline to—in addition to gene-level
DE—detect genes whose isoforms were differentially expressed
between conditions (Fig. 3A). While DE pipelines like DEseq2
could be applied to this problem, they would likely just detect
isoforms from differentially expressed genes. To detect genes
whose relative isoform usage differed between conditions (e.g.,
Gene A isoform 1 decreases, while Gene A isoform 2 increases
following stimulation), we applied a Chi-squared contingency
table test.

For each gene, we first determined all the isoforms tran-
scribed from that gene. Then, we calculated the relative usage
(%) for each isoform in each condition by dividing the number
of R2C2 reads associated with that isoform by the number of
R2C2 reads associated with all the isoforms in that condition.
We then applied the Chi-squared contingency test to the
resulting isoform-by-condition relative usage table. To reduce
noise, we only tested the 1872 genes with at least 50 R2C2
reads in at least two experimental conditions. After Bonferroni
multiple testing correction, this stringent test produced 47
genes with differential isoform usage with α = 0.05 (Table S6).
Twenty-five of these 47 (53%) genes were not identified as
differentially expressed by the Smart-seq2 short-read
workflow.

The 47 genes are likely to contain isoforms whose usage
varies strongly between conditions. To confirm this, we
determined the standard deviation of this isoform usage be-
tween conditions for each isoform in each gene (Fig. 3B). By
sorting the 1872 genes we tested by the largest standard de-
viation among their isoforms, we showed that this Chi-square
contingency table test did indeed identify genes with isoforms
that have highly variable usage between conditions. To further
evaluate the robustness of this approach, we validated the
changes in the relative usage of alternative individual exons for
the top ten genes with significant differential isoform usage
following LPS treatment using macrophages from an addi-
tional donor. Using RT-qPCR, we found that in all ten cases we
tested, relative exon usage in the third donor changed in the
same direction (upregulated or downregulated), with many
showing fold change similar to that determined by R2C2 in the
two original donors (Fig. S2, Table S7).

The majority of the 47 genes featured alternative TSSs
which in several cases were located in different and sometimes
unannotated first exons (Fig. 3C, Table S6).

Classifying isoforms

To evaluate how frequent the use of unannotated exons is
across all isoforms and how this affects their coding potential,
we first categorized the 29,637 isoforms we identified. To this
end, we used the SQANTI (25) algorithm which associates



Figure 3. Differential isoform expression. A, workflow of differential isoform expression analysis. Genes were subselected based on expression, and
differential expression was determined using a Chi-squared contingency table. B, genes are sorted by the maximum standard deviation of relative isoform
usage among its isoforms. This maximum standard deviation is plotted (red if the gene has been identified as containing differentially expressed isoforms.)
C, on the left, a Genome Browser view of the indicated genes is shown with GENCODE v34 annotation on top and identified isoforms below. On the right,
the relative usage of each isoform in each replicate and condition is shown. Relative usage of the most variable isoform for each gene is highlighted in red.

Isoform-level transcriptome atlas of macrophage activation
isoforms with genes and categorizes them as full-splice
matches (FSM), novel in catalog (NIC), novel not in catalog
(NNC), incomplete splice-matches (ISM), and other less
abundant categories (Fig. 4A). FSM and ISM isoforms are
defined as fully (FSM) or incompletely (ISM) matching the
splice-junction chain of an annotated GENCODE transcript.
NIC are defined as isoforms that use annotated splice sites in
unannotated configurations. NNCs are defined as isoforms
that use at least one unannotated splice site (Fig. 4A).

FSM isoforms represented 65% (19,161), NIC isoforms
represented 19% (5576), NNC isoforms represented 7% (2136),
and ISM isoforms represented 6% (1878) of the 29,637 iso-
forms we identified (Table S8). If they were associated with a
protein-coding gene, isoforms of different categories had
different likelihoods to contain a full coding sequence (CDS) of
the gene they were associated with. 94% of FSM, 58% of NIC,
47% of NNC, and 36% of ISM isoforms, which contained more
than one exon, contained a full CDS of the protein-coding
gene they were transcribed from (Fig. 4B).

FSM isoforms which did not contain a full CDS likely had
to differ from the GENCODE transcript they matched in
their TSS and polyA site positions. Indeed, the 5’ and 3’ ends
of FSM isoforms varied in their distance to the annotated
TSS and polyA sites of the GENCODE transcript they were
associated with (Fig. 4C). Taking into account that 5’ and 3’
ends of a FSM isoform may be closer to the TSS or polyA
J. Biol. Chem. (2021) 296 100784 5
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site of another GENCODE transcript in their respective
gene, we determined that of the 19,161 FSM isoforms we
identified, 276 had 5’ end and 2068 had a 3’ end more than
500 nt away from any annotated TSS or polyA site. The
larger number of distant 3’ ends compared with 5’ ends in
FSM isoforms could at least in part be explained by last
exons being much longer on average than first exons
(Fig. 4D).

NIC isoforms, which did not contain a full CDS of the gene
they were associated with, likely contained a new splice junc-
tion between Start and Stop codons which would modify a
6 J. Biol. Chem. (2021) 296 100784
CDS. NNC isoforms which did not contain a full CDS of the
gene they were associated with might differ from the CDS by a
few base pairs to encode a slightly different splice-junction or
contain entirely new exons (Fig. 4A).

Identifying new exons in NNC isoforms

Next, we focused onNNC isoforms to annotate new exons.We
definedanewexonas apart of a transcriptwhose genomic location
does not overlap with a known exon at all (Fig. 4A). In the 2136
NNC isoformswe identified, 721newexonsofwhich 203werefirst
and 294 were last exons. If new exons were distributed equally
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among the exons of the 29,637 isoforms we identified, we would
expect 89 new first and last exons, indicating that first and last
exons are overrepresented in this set of new exons (Fig. 4D, left).

Further, these new exons were shorter than exons in the
GENCODE annotation (v34), or all exons identified by Man-
dalorion (Fig. 4D, right). Importantly, the length of new first,
middle, and last exons followed the trend of annotated exons
with last exons being 2 to 3× longer than first and middle
exons.

Finally, the vast majority of new exons could be validated
with short read Smart-seq2 data. Splice junctions leading into
these exons (one for first/last exons, two for internal exons)
were present in Smart-seq2 reads generated from the same
cDNA pool in 665 of 721 (92%) exons. This established that
these new exons are highly likely to be present in the cDNA we
generated.

Capturing macrophage-specific long noncoding RNA isoforms

In addition to identifying new exons, NNC isoforms were
particularly helpful in redefining long noncoding RNA
(lncRNA) loci. 7% of NNC isoforms were associated with
lncRNA genes as compared with 3% for both FSM and NIC
isoforms. This is likely because of the fact that lncRNA are often
expressed at lower levels in a more tissue specific manner than
protein-coding genes which complicates their comprehensive
annotation (26). Our data set enables the investigation of these
lncRNAs and their role in macrophage activation.

In addition to NNC isoforms, isoforms falling into the
SQANTI “intergenic” category are also likely to represent
noncoding transcripts since protein-coding genes have been
exhaustively mapped in the human genome. In total, 184
isoforms were categorized as “intergenic” defined as not
overlapping any locus in the Gencode (v34) annotation
(Table S8). Of these 184 isoforms, 57 contained more than one
exon. These 57 multiexon isoforms in turn grouped into
distinct 38 loci. Only six of these 38 loci overlapped with pu-
tative lncRNA loci assembled from deep short-read data (27).
This showed that investigating specific cell types under
different treatments has the potential to identify new previ-
ously unobserved lncRNA loci.

Enabling easy data exploration

While annotations like GENCODE are indispensable for any
genomic experiment, they are insufficient when aiming to
experimentally follow-up potential hits from a screen or an
RNA-seq experiment. Our data set addresses this by providing
information on which of the potentially numerous isoforms
present in (or absent from) the Gencode annotation is actually
expressed by a gene of interest and at what level it is expressed
compared with other isoforms of that gene. To enable this type
of exploration of the data set is available as a custom UCSC
genome browser session (https://genome.ucsc.edu/s/vollmers/
IAMA). This session contains gene expression information,
isoform models, and quantification, as well as R2C2 and
Smart-seq2 read tracks.
To demonstrate the user interface of the Isoform-level
transcriptome Atlas of Macrophage Activation browser ses-
sion, we highlight an overlapping pair of lncRNA—LINC01181
and BAALC-AS—which both appear to be differentially
upregulated by all TLR ligands based on short-read RNA-seq
data. Inspecting these overlapping loci in the genome browser
shows that only a very small number of R2C2 reads align to
BAALC-AS and that short nondirectional RNA-seq reads
assigned to BAALC-AS are therefore likely derived from
LINC01181 cDNA. Inspecting the isoforms based on these
R2C2 reads also shows no match for BAALC-AS but several
for LINC01181 (Fig. 5). Of the eight spliced isoforms in the
LINC01181 locus, none match but some fully contain the
annotated LINC01181 transcript. Hovering over the isoforms
shows that Isoform_136603_75 is expressed the highest in the
LPS condition, taking up 48% of R2C2 reads in that condition.
The reference-corrected sequence of Isoform_136603_75 can
then be retrieved for downstream analysis by clicking its
model.

Discussion

For investigators interested in the in-depth analysis of a
gene’s expression and function in a specific cell-type under
defined experimental conditions, current efforts to annotate
and quantify transcriptomes fall short. This is because of two
major limitations of these efforts: (1) the use of short-read
RNA-seq methods which precludes the identification and
quantification of isoforms and (2) efforts using long-read
methods are mostly limited to the analysis of a limited num-
ber of cell-types, almost always at baseline, which will miss
isoforms specific to a different cell-type and under different
experimental conditions.

The data set and exploration options we present here will be
of real-world use to researchers investigating human macro-
phages at both baseline and after TLR activation and could
provide a blueprint for future studies combining short and
long-read transcriptome analysis.

The analysis of the transcriptome we generated shows that
differential isoform expression between conditions exists but is
limited and most often associated with the differential usage of
TSSs which is similar to observations we have previously made
in mouse and human macrophages (9). This shows that the
splicing of genes itself is very similar between the conditions
we investigated.

We further show that most isoforms we identify match the
splice-junction chain of an annotated isoform exactly but often
not its TSS and polyA sites. We also detect hundreds of new
exons, enriched for first and last exons. The absence of these
exons from the Gencode annotation may be caused by tech-
nical or biological limitations of previous studies and annota-
tion efforts. Short-read RNA-seq, which is most often used as
the foundation for annotation, is characteristically struggling
with capturing transcript ends. Further, these new exons might
only be expressed in naive or activated macrophages and even
then at fairly low levels.
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Figure 5. Data exploration. A screenshot of the IAMA session in the UCSC genome browser is shown. From the top, GENCODE annotation, Mandalorion
Isoforms, Smart-seq2 based gene expression (bar graphs), Smart-seq2 (histogram), and R2C2 reads. Highlighted are Smart-seq2 and R2C2 reads for just one
replicate and two conditions to demonstrate the IAMA browser session and for space-saving purposes. The complete IAMA session for both replicates and
all TLR-activated conditions are available here (https://genome.ucsc.edu/s/vollmers/IAMA). IAMA, Isoform-level transcriptome Atlas of Macrophage Acti-
vation; TLR, toll-like receptor.
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Conclusions

While we believe the entire data set presents a unique
window into macrophage biology, the main purpose in
creating it was to enable researchers to better understand their
gene or genes of interest. We hope that researchers that, for
example, might be interested in a particular gene expressed in
macrophages after LPS activation will select the isoform with
the highest expression in that condition from our data set to
synthesize its exact sequence for follow-up studies or to, for
example, locate its promoter for CRISPR interference
experiments.

In most cases, the isoform selected from our data set would
be different from an isoform picked arbitrarily from an
annotation database. Even if the most abundant isoform of a
gene was a FSM isoform, it would likely match one of several
annotated isoforms for that gene in the GENCODE annota-
tion and might have different TSS and poly sites than the
annotated isoform it is matching. Further, in 1028 genes in
this data set, the most abundant isoform was a NIC or NNC
isoform which by definition are not present in the GENCODE
annotation. Ultimately, the isoform-level transcriptome we
generated here should contain valuable information for the
vast majority of medium and highly expressed genes in
macrophages.

Finally, while long-read full-length cDNA sequencing is still
too expensive to replace routine RNA-seq, the additional
isoform-level information supplied by methods like Pacific
Biosciences sequencing, ONT-based R2C2, or other error-
correcting approaches (6) should make it a valuable addition
to target identification and characterization workflows.

Experimental procedures

Cell culture

All experiments abided by the Declaration of Helsinki
principles and were approved by the Internal Review Board at
the University of California Santa Cruz under protocol
HS2614. Human buffy coat samples from healthy blood do-
nors provided by the Stanford Blood Center were completely
de-identified. Peripheral blood mononuclear cells were iso-
lated from these buffy coat samples by density gradient
centrifugation using Ficoll-Paque PLUS (GE Healthcare) fol-
lowed by 3X washes in HBSS (Sigma Aldrich, H6648), then
resuspended in complete RPMI-1640 (Gibco, 11875093) sup-
plemented with 5 ml pen/strep (100X, Gibco, 15140122), 10%
FCS (Gibco, 16140-071), 12.5 ml Hepes (1M, Gibco, 15630-
080), 5 ml NEAAs (100X, Life Sciences, SH3023801), 5 ml
GlutaMax (100X, Gibco, 35050-061), 5 ml Na-Pyruvate
(100 mM, Gibco, 11360-070), 500 μl ciprofloxacin (10 mg/
ml, Acros, AC456880050) and plated onto 10-cm tissue cul-
ture plated dishes. Nonadherent cells were removed after 2 h
of incubation at 37 �C in 5% CO2. The remaining cells were
expanded and differentiated into macrophages by culturing
cells in the presence of recombinant human
macrophage colony-stimulating factor (R&D, 216-MC-025,
50 ng/ml). Cells were cultured for 8 days with the replacement
of culture medium every 2 days. Cells were stimulated for 6 h
at the following concentrations: LPS (200 ng/ml), Pam3CSK4
(200 ng/ml), poly(I:C) (50 μg/ml), and R848 (1 μg/ml).
Unstimulated cells were collected at the same time point for
use as control.

Sample preparations

RNA extraction

Total RNA was purified from cells using Direct-zol RNA
MiniPrep Kit (Zymo Research, R2072) and TRIzol reagent
(Ambion, T9424) according to the manufacturer’s in-
structions. RNA was assessed for purity using a nanodrop
spectrometer (Thermo Fisher). RNA was quantified using a
Qubit Fluorometer (Thermo Fisher) and Qubit RNA HS Assay
Kit (Thermo Fisher, Q32852).

cDNA synthesis

For each of these samples, 100 to 200 ng of total RNA was
used to generate full-length cDNA using a modified Smart-
seq2 protocol (13). RNA was reverse transcribed using
Smartscribe RT (Clontech). For each sample, reverse tran-
scription was primed with a different OligodT primer con-
taining 30 Ts, a 10 nt sample index, and a universal ISPCR
priming site. The reverse transcription reaction also contained
a template switch oligo (TSO-Smart-seq2) to attach the same
universal priming site to the 5’ end of transcripts. After reverse
transcription, RNA and primer dimers were digested using
RNAseA and Lambda Exonuclease (NEB) after which cDNA
was amplified using the Kapa Biosystems HiFi HotStart
ReadyMix (2X) (KAPA) with the following heat-cycling pro-
tocol: 37 �C for 30 min, 95 �C for 30 s followed by 12 cycles of
(98 �C 20 s; 67 �C 15 s; 72 �C for 6 min). The reaction was then
purified using SPRI beads at a 0.65:1 ratio (to retain cDNA
longer than 500 bp) and eluted in H2O.

Smart-seq2

For each of the samples we processed, Smart-seq2 libraries
were generated as previously described. In short, full-length
cDNA was then tagmented with Tn5 enzyme loaded with
Tn5ME-A/R and Tn5ME-B/R adapters. The Tn5 reaction was
performed using 50 ng of cDNA in 5 μl, 1 μl of the loaded Tn5
enzyme, 10 μl of H2O, and 4 μl of 5× TAPS-PEG buffer and
incubated at 55 �C for 5 min. The Tn5 reaction was then
inactivated by the addition of 5 μl of 0.2% sodium dodecyl
sulphate, and 5 μl of the product was then nick-translated at 72
�C for 6 min and further amplified using KAPA Hifi Poly-
merase (KAPA) using a distinct set of indexing primers for
each sample and an incubation of 98 �C for 30 s, followed by
13 cycles of (98 �C for 10 s, 63 �C for 30 s, 72 �C for 2 min)
with a final extension at 72 �C for 5 min. The resulting Illu-
mina library was sequenced on an Illumina NextSeq500 1 × 75
run.

R2C2

Amplified cDNA was sequenced on the ONT MinION
sequencer using the R2C2 method (14, 16, 17, 23). In short,
100 ng of cDNA is circularized using 100 ng of a DNA splint
J. Biol. Chem. (2021) 296 100784 9
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(Table S9) and 2x NEBuilder HiFi DNA Assembly Master
Mix (NEB). This mix was incubated at 50 �C for 60 min.
Noncircularized cDNA was digested by adding 5 μl of
NEBuffer 2, 3 μl Exonuclease I, 3 μl of Exonuclease III, and 3
μl of Lambda Exonuclease (all NEB) and adjusting the vol-
ume to 50 μl using H2O. This reaction was then incubated 37
�C for 16 h followed by a heat inactivation step at 80 �C for
20 min. Circularized DNA was then extracted using SPRI
beads with a size cutoff to eliminate DNA <500 bp (0.65
beads:1 sample) and eluted in 40 μl of ultrapure H2O.
Circularized DNA was split into four aliquots of 10 μl, and
each aliquot was amplified in its own 50 μl reaction con-
taining Phi29 polymerase (NEB) and exonuclease resistant
random hexamers (Thermo) [5 μl of 10× Phi29 Buffer, 2.5 μl
of 10 μM (each) dNTPs, 2.5 μl random hexamers (10 μM),
10 μl of DNA, 29 μl ultrapure water, 1 μl of Phi29]. Reactions
were incubated at 30 �C overnight. T7 Endonuclease was
added directly to each reaction which was then incubated at
37 �C for 2 h with occasional agitation. The debranched DNA
was then size-selected by either using SPRI beads at a 0.5:1
ratio (pilot experiments) or agarose gel extraction.

For the agarose gel extraction, debranched DNA was
pooled and concentrated using DNA Clean & Concentrator-
5 columns (Zymo Research), and >5 kb DNA was then
excised from a 1% DNA low-melt agarose gel. Agarose was
then melted at 65 �C for 10 min, transferred to 42 �C, and
digested by immediate addition of 2 μl of beta-agaraseI
(NEB) per 300 μl of melted gel and incubation at 42 �C
for 1 h. Undigested Agarose was then pelleted by centrifu-
gation (14,000 RPM for 7 min in microcentrifuge), and the
DNA in the supernatant was extracted using SPRI beads at a
0.7:1 ratio.

The resulting DNA was sequenced on MinION 9.4.1 Flow
Cells. For each run, 1 μg of DNA was prepared using the LSK-
109 kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions with only
minor modifications. End-repair and A-tailing steps were both
extended from 5 min to 30 min. The final ligation step was also
extended to 30 min. Depending on pore status, runs were
DNAseI treated and reloaded after 24 or 48 h

RT-qPCR validation

Total RNA was purified from MDMs derived from an
additional donor and stimulated with LPS (200 ng/ml) for 6 h.
Unstimulated cells were collected at the same time point for
use as control. RNA was quantified and assessed for purity
using a nanodrop spectrometer (Thermo Fisher). Equal
amounts of RNA (500 ng) were reverse-transcribed using
iScript Reverse Transcription Supermix (Biorad, 1708841)
followed by qPCR using iQ SYBR Green Supermix reagent
(Biorad, 1725122) with the following parameters: 50 �C for
2 min, 95 �C for 2 min followed by 40 cycles of 95 �C for 15 s,
60 �C for 30 s, and 72 �C for 45 s. Oligos used in RT-qPCR
analysis were designed using Primer3 Input version 0.4.0
(https://bioinfo.ut.ee/primer3-0.4.0/). Primer sequences are
provided in Table S9. Gene expression levels were normalized
to Hprt as a housekeeping gene.
10 J. Biol. Chem. (2021) 296 100784
Data analysis

Smart-seq2

Data in demultiplexed fastq files were aligned to the human
genome (hg38) using STAR and standard settings. Gene
expression was determined using featureCounts (-O -g gene_
name -a) and GENCODE v34 (28). Differential gene expression
was then determined using DESeq2 (20).

R2C2

Data in Fast5 format were basecalled using the bonito
research basecaller (version 0.0.5) (https://github.com/
nanoporetech/bonito). The resulting fasta files were con-
verted to fastq files by adding a constant Q15 quality score to
each base. To generate R2C2 consensus reads, we processed
and demultiplexed the resulting fastq files using our C3POa
pipeline (https://github.com/rvolden/C3POa).

To identify and quantify isoforms, we combined data from
all samples and used the 3.5 version of Mandalorion (-O
0,40,0,40 -r 0.01 -i 1 -w 1 -n 2 -R 5) (https://github.com/
rvolden/Mandalorion) which uses the minimap2 (29), racon
(30), Medaka (https://github.com/nanoporetech/medaka), and
abpoa (31) tools. Isoforms were categorized using the sqan-
ti_qc.py script of the SQANTI (25). To identify new exons, we
used the ProcessSqantiClassification.py utility of Mandalorion.
To investigate protein-coding potential of isoforms, we
translated all three possible reading frames of each isoform
using BioPython (32) and checked whether these translations
contained a CDS sequence provided by GENCODE (28). For
differential isoform expression, we used the Chi-squared
contingency test as implemented in SciPy (33) on data
excluding the pilot experiments. For further analysis and
visualization of data, we used both the Numpy (34) and
Matplotlib (35) Python libraries.

Ethics approval and consent to participate

We received fully anonymized human blood products for
this study from the Stanford Blood Center (SBC). The SBC
consents individuals and collects blood products as approved
by the Stanford University IRB.

Data availability

ONT raw sequencing data is available from the Sequence
Read Archive (SRA) under Bioproject PRJNA639136. Illumina
raw sequencing data is available from the SRA under Bio-
project PRJNA660772.

Processed data can also be explored as a UCSC Genome
Browser session at https://genome.ucsc.edu/s/vollmers/IAMA.
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